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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In all work in whick accuracy and ease of reference are important, much depends upon carrying out the computation

n a systematic manner. The following instructions, taken from the Engineering Department Figuring Book of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., serve as a guide in this matier.

“All computations, of whatever kind, are to be made in these books, except in cases

where special blanks may be provided for specific kinds of computation. Computations may
be made in ink or pencil, whichever may be more convenient. Pencil figuring should be
lone with a soft pencil. All the work of computation should be done in these books,

.ncluding all detail figuring.”
“Fach subject should begin on a new page, no matter how much space may be left on

the previous page. The subject, with the date of beginning it, should be plainly written at
che top of the first page of the subject.” -

“Work should be done systematically, and as neatly as consistent with rapidity. The
books are, however, intended for convenience, and no unnecessary work should be done for

sake of appearance only. Errors should be crossed off instead of erased, except where the
latter will facilitate the work, Work should not be crowded. Paper costs less than the time
which would be expended in attempting to economize space in making erasures.”

“Where curves drawn on section paper (or sketches) are necessary parts of a computa-

tion, they should be pasted in the book, except where specifically otherwise provided for.”
“Computations should be indexed. in the back of the book, by the person using the book.”
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Notes on Trip to Fisher's Island
May 18, 1944

Persons present: T. Soller, Radiation Laboratory
H. C. Kelly, " "
A. Y. Bentley, " "
#. B. Nottingham," "
Hartley Lyman, G.E., Bridgeport
L, BE. Swedlund, RCA, Lancaster
¢. Moore, Fisher's Island Station

There were two systems operating at Fisher's Island both working from a
radar system operating in X-band with a 500 cycle repetition rate. The spinner
vas running at approximately 5 r.p.m. The two systems were (A) the bath-tud
ype and (B) the original projection system with a vertical screen and no
plate reflecting mirror. Two—mere Qbservation points with regard to the oper-
ation as found, are as follows:

System A,

1. Signal strength very strong giving high contrast for large echoes.

2« The "sawtooth" gain resulted in a sawtooth component of the bias.

3. The focus was not good. This was probably due to poor optical alignment
and possibly due to a poor electron gun.

4, The illumination was quite non-uniform when compared with my memory of
she uniformity found on English projection systems. The light intensity at the
tenter of the screen seems to be about that used in the English projection system.

System B.,

1. The focus found in this system is obviously better than that of System A.

2. Signals much too strong.

3. Owing to sawtooth gain and bias, there is considerable color due to noise
and possibly d.c. bias from approximately the 25-mile resnge point to the edge of
the tube.

3. The system is operating on a 50-mile range.

5. Appearance of the correction plate indicates considerable dirt which
nst give objectionable light scattering, thus reducine effective contrast.

5, Dirt marks on concave mirror seem to indicate that it has been washed.

7. Tube in operation is Nol 2974.





The following is a log of the tests carried out during the afternoon.
Times are noted in order to give an idea as to the length of time required for
sach test.

13:52 Tests being made on System B. Former mercury light removed and replaced by
LOOO watt incadescent lamp with glass heat absorbing filter, The light gives
z00d intensity of surface illumination at the center but the distribution is not
iniform and falls off considerably at the edge. Signals on the tube are those
‘rom previous operation.

Hedl
13:56 Deep filter taken out in order to assist adong with the electron beam to

© neleanup old signals on the tube

14:01 Cleanup quite good as a result of these five minutes using heat, light, and
electrons.

14:06 Heat filter replaced with tube quite hot. The heat filter &amp;hahges the ap-
parent color to one which seems to be more "white" than was the case without the

heat filter. Signals coming on quite strong.
contol | |

14:15 AY eves has been connected to the sweep mechanism so that ships'motionegnbe
simulated by a slow rotation of the pattern as produced on the face of the tube.

14:28 Strong signals from land léave a trail on this tube of 45° of arc at a range
of approximately 10 miles,

14:29 The heat filter was taken out to see the effect of running the tube hot. The
effect was most marked on the weak signals as would be expected.

14:33 Signals turned off and weak beam used to cleanup tube.

14:36 After considerable cleaning up, signals turned on show land blocks for
approximately 15 seconds or more, therefore indicate that even at this high tempere-
ture contrast will build up.

14:42 Automatic rotation of pattern again in operation with land block trail about
5° instead of 45°

14:52 Moderately weak signals ere invisible at the end of 3 seconds. Operating the
tube hot makes the weak signals effectively much weaker relative to the strong
signals, This is certainly the wrong direction for maximum usefulness. The
general impression that I get 1s that the sharpness of the signals is not as good
a8 that seen on English projection systems.

2:18 Have been observing on set A and find that an airplane can be tracked in spite
&gt;f the poor focus of this system. These airplane signals last 3 seconds or less.
fhe strong land signals are very "burned-in". At the extreme range there were three
signals from moving boats. These were hat resolved, but when the same signsls were
2xamined on the P7 tube associated with this system, all three were very clearly
distinct. This shows that the presentation in the bath-tub looses much of the
Jrecision made available by the radar system and improvement in both the
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electrical and optical focussing must be obtained before this system can compete
with P7 presentation.

15:21 The use of paper for the diffusing screen seems to be inferior to the
acitatecs sheet used by the English. Any mottling due to unevenness in the paper
is likely to result in a loss in definition for the weak sisnals.

15:22 The only limiters that seem to be in use on these systems are limiters to
keep the grid from being driven positive.

15:42 Our Thorium tube No. 158 was put in.

16:02 This tube was taken out. The following is my reaction:

Owing to the poor optical alignment, focussing was good over approximately
1/3 of the area. The focus of the gun was "medium"; I have seen better and worse.
Jontrast seemed to be quite good in the quadrant for which the focussing was good.
5ignals which represent echoes returned from ships lasted three to five seconds.
Pherpermanent echoes seems to die out quite well but no tests were made using the
rotational pattern system. It was quite obvious that the decay using this tube
vas much too fast: for the varticular radar system here

16:08 - RCA tube No, CR-342-7 was installed, This tube has fresh screen KCl with
0.2% aluminum powder. Gun has limiting aperture, 36 mil grid hole and 180 mil
Limiting aperture hole, Grid drive test reported to give 30% contrast, Ob-
servations made using heat filter in place, gave signals from ships lasting three
50 five seconds. When the grid drive was carried to zero, some blooming was ob-
served but at this point the contrast for these land signals was much stronger
shan is desirable.

15:38 RCA tube No. 324-3. Has 400 milllimiting aperture type of gun. KC1 500
milligrams plus 0.8% aluminum, 2 microampere cutoff at 42 volts. Contrast, 35%
on 40 V grid drive and contrast ratio 24, With moderate drive focus on this tube,
vas just as good as previous tube but for a drive to zero bias, blooming was heavy.
therefore, perhaps an indication that at zero drive there was more current in the
beam than in the previous tube. Decsy is much too fast for this radar systen.

7.05 DuMont tube 5253-E installed. Focus quite good, general impression satis-
factory in terms of the way in which the system is being overated.

It was quite evident from the general conversation that the idea of operating
these tubes at low contrast levels has not made much progress. It seems evident
that for the projection system to be successful improved resolution on weak
signals will be necessary. This can be accomplished by an improvement in the
optics and also in the illumination. A performance of the tube can be improved
only by running the tube more or less as cool as possible and with the least
possible contrast. This can be accomplished without serious sacrifice of weak
signals by installing suitable limiters so that no signal produces a contrast
grester than approximately 20 - 25%, Even the slowest tube tested was not too
slow when thought of in terms of operation at low contrast levels.
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Notes on telephone

November 14, 1944

conversation with R. L. Snider, RCA on 11/14/44

Mr. R. L. Snider, RCA, called in connection with the work that
ae has been doing on storage tubes. He was interested in getting sug-
gestions concerning circuit errangements for introducing into the signal
circuit a compensation for the capacity coupling which must be expected
setween the cathode and the pickup surfece. This of course, may be mini-
nized by suitable shielding but epparently he has not been able to shield
well enough to eliminate it and needs some compensation. I referred him
to my paper in the Physical Review but advocated that the better solution
would be to use a high fidelity amplifier to get his fast reversal, He
said he had attempted that, but I suggested that he should use more de-

zeneration and he would probably be able to do it satisfactorily that way.

We also discussed the question of evaporating material onto the
surface and he sugzested that he would perhaps try depositing the material
in particle form, I feel that that would not be as satisfactory as evap-
dration and called attention to the fact that cadmium tungstate might be
3 good material to use.
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OFFICE} FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
1530 P STREET NW.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
VANNEVAR BUSH

Director
1945

f

Na
Prof. Wayne B. sottingham
Department of Physics
[.assachusetts Institute of Technology
canibridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor nottingham:

I wisih to acknowledge your letter of

warch 6 and the accompanying memorandum sug-

cresting new means of comaunication. I have not

oeen following the work within this Office on

this subject closely and hence I am not in a

position to corment personally on the novelty

or usefulness of the proposal. However, I am

glad to have tals suggestion and am passing it

to the Chairman of LDRC for review by the appro=-

priate DRC groupe. If these ideas are of interest

to that group you may expect to hear from then

directly.

[cry sine~r TT yours,
 «of

IY

Ve Bush,
Director.

~
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March 6, 1945

[
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o

Dr. Vennevar Bush
OSRD
1630 P Street, H.W.
Jaghington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Bush:

Yesterday Prof. P. M. Morse mentioned to me the fact that Prof. Chaffee
ie undertaking to estzblieh a research group to develop new means of commni-
~stion. As a result of thst stimulation I thought of a meens which wonld be
sew 8s far as my experience goes. 1 have written the essential features of
vhis method on the enclosed memorandum, which it was my intention to give
vo Prof. Chaffee when I see him Fridsy afternoon, Merch 9.

Prof. Slater suggested thot I discues the problem with Yr. Sage and
2s a result of my discussion with him, 1 em sending e copy of my disclosure
to you. It would not surprise me if this idea were already covered snd
therefore, it will probably be of very little interest to you. If by any
shance you sre interested snd would like to have someone discuss with me
the technical difficulties which I am sure will be considerable, 1 shall be

zled to be of any service that I may.

A

Very truly yours,

Wayne B. Fottingham
Professor of Physics

WRN :EP

Enc.
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TO: Whom it Concerns March 6, 1945

FROM:W., B, Nottingham

Consideration has been given to the use of a storesge tube in connection
with the development of moving target indicators. One attempt to use a stor-
age tube was undertaken sbout the middle of June 1944. A brief report of the
results was made to the writer on October 18, 1944, The story sebout this is
written up in Computation Book 1320, Page 114, In October the writer made
the suggestion that instead of using a surface of glass as was originally
done in June, a film of insulating material could be evaporated onto a suit-
able conducting plete to form the storage surface. Although this was writ-
ten up on form DC-S-A, no attempt has been made to try this idea out in con-
nection with the development of an MTI system.

It now appears that this idea might possibly be useful in connection with
security communication. Assume that a cathode ray tube is constructed with =
netal plate inserted in the end of the tube normally occupied by the fluores-
tent screen. Upon this metal plate is depositedahighly insulating material
&gt;f extreme uniformity and relatively low sticking potential, as defined in
terms of the secondary emission property of insulators. For example, it is
thought that the sticking potential of calcium tungstate is probably sbout
3000 volts. This means that if the cathode is 3000 volts negative with res-
pect to ground end the normal conducting wall coating of the cathode ray tube
is 500 volte positive with respect to ground, then with a uniform electron
heam scenning a rectangular raster over the surface of the insulsztor the en-
tire plate will tend to come to that potentiel which is the sticking potential
of the insuletor, which, in the case just described, is ground potential.
The surface acquires this potential because the secondary emission yield be=-
comes exactly equal to one, That is, one secondesry-electron is emitted for
sach primary that hits the surface.

Suppose now that the metal surface is connected through a suitable high-
ly insulating cepacity to ground, and the potential of the CRT cathode is
nodulated with respect to the sversge value of -3000 volts by mesns of a
code signal or even voice signals. Furthermore, I essume that a pair of de-
flection coils will cause the electron beam to sweep back and forth across
the insulated plate by means of a linear sweep of approximately 10 centi-
reters per second, and a vertical step-like sweep which would move the beam
at right angles to the fast sweep gbout 0.02 centimeters per step. If we
assume ideal conditions, then we would obtain traced scross the receiving
surface a variation in potential which would be a replica of the signsl im-
r0sed upon the cathode,

For the transmission of this signal the cathode would be held at a
constant potential and the coupling condenser mentioned above would be con-
rected to the grid of en amplifier. High speed sweeps would be used to
sweep the surface that has the stored information. It is not unreasonsble
to suppose that the entire raster could be covered in epproximstely 20 milli-
seconds, As the beam moves from point to point, signals will be generated
in the grid of the amplifying tube, and after suitable modulation these
signels may be transmitted by radio and received. Following suitable de-
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TO: Whom it Concerns

FROM:W. B, Nottingham

March 6, 1945

Consideration has been given to the use of a storage tube in connection
with the development of moving target indicators. One attempt to use a stor-
age tube was undertaken sbout the middle of June 1944. A brief report of the
results was made to the writer on October 18, 1944. The story about this is
vritten up in Computation Book 1320, Page 114. In October the writer made
the suggestion that instead of using a surface of glass as was originally
lone in June, a film of insulating material could be evaporated onto &amp; suite
able conducting plete to form the storage surface. Although this was writ-
sen up on form DC-S-A, no sttempt has been made to try this idea out in con-
rection with the development of an MTI system.

J
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It now appears that this idea might possibly be useful in connection with
security communication. Aesume that a cathode ray tube is constructed with
netal plate inserted in the end of the tube normally occupied by the fluores-
tent screen. Upon this metal plate is deposited2highly insulating material
&gt;f extreme uniformity and relatively low sticking potential, es defined in
serms of the secondary emission property of insulators. For example, it is
thought that the sticking potential of calcium tungstate is probably about
3000 volts. This means that if the cathode is 3000 volts negative with res-
sect to ground and the normal conducting wall coating of the csthode ray tube
is 500 volts positive with respect to ground, then with a uniform electron
beam scenning a rectangular raster over the surface of the insulator the en-
‘ire plate will tend to come to that potential which is the sticking potential
of the insulator, which, in the case just described, is ground potential,
The surface acquires this potential because the secondary emission yield be~
comes exactly equal to one, That is, one secondary electron is emitted for
pach primary that hits the surface.

Suppose now that the metal surface is connected through a suitable high-
ly insulating cepacity to ground, and the potential of the CRT cathode is
rodulated with respect to the aversge value of ~3000 volts by mesns of a
code signal or even voice signsls. Furthermore, I 2ssume that a reir of de-
flection coils will cause the electron beam to sweep back and forth scross
the insulated plate by means of a linear sweep of approximately 10 centi-
neters per second, and a vertical step-like sweep which would move the beam
at right angles to the fast sweep gbout 0.02 centimeters per step. If we
assume ideal conditions, then we would obtain traced scross the receiving
surface a variation in potential which would be a replica of the signsl im-
nosed upon the cathode.

For the transmission of this signal the cathode would be held st a
constant potential and the coupling condenser mentioned sbove would be con-
rected to the grid of en amplifier. High speed sweeps would be used to
sweep the surface that has the stored information. It is not unreasonsble
to suppose that the entire raster could be covered in approximately 20 milli.
seconds. As the beam moves from point to point, signals will be generated
in the grid of the amplifying tube, and after suitable modulation these
signals may be transmitted by radio and received. Following suitable de
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nodulation at the receiver, the signal is 2gain used to modulate the cathode
of a storsge tube, similar to that used at the trensmitting station. At
the receiving station immediately after the recording of the signal has taken
olace, the storage tube may be scanned using a constant cathode potential,
and the slow sweep and the output signal re-expanded in time so that it be-
somes a voice reproduction or a code reproduction of the original information
introduced by the sender,

It is easy to see that if this system of communicetion could be worked
out it would have the property of requiring the transmitting station to be
"on the air" an extremely short period of time in order to transmit the in-
formation that required about eight minutes to record. If only thirty sec-
nds are required to record the original message, then the recording and
reproduction would require a total time of approximately one minute. It is
self-evident that the totsl time required for the transmission of a message
and its ultimate reproduction will be not less than twice the time needed
0 record the message.

7
~ei

The fact that storage tubes have been suggested for the MTI is an in-
lication that many others besides the writer have thought sbout the possible
application of such tubes. The use of the tubes and associzted sweep cire
units for the transmission of voice or coded information is entirely new
ns far as the writer is aware.
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W. Re Nottingham
March 6, 1945
Cembridee, Massachusetts

Phe above disclosure has been read and PATER 7
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Cambridge, Massachusetts
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70: Whom it Concerns Harch 6, 1945

FROM:¥. B, Wottinghsm

7

Consideration has been given to the use of a storege tube in connection
vith the development of moving target indicators, One attempt to use a stor-
ge tube was undertnken shout the middle of June 1944. A brief report of the
results was made to the writer on October 18, 1944, The story sbout this is
vritten up in Computation Book 1320, Psge 114. In October the writer made
the suggestion that instesd of using &amp; surfsce of glees es wse originelly
lone in June, a» film of insulating meterisl could be evaporated onto a sulte
ible conducting plete to form the storage surface, Although this was write
ten up on form DC-S-4, no attempt hse been m~de to try this idea out in con-
ection with the development of en MTI gysten,

0
0 I¢ now appears that this idea might possibly be useful in connection with

security communicetion. Assume thst a cathode rey tube is constructed with =
netal plete inserted in the end of the tube normally occupied by the fluores-
tent screen. Upon this metal plate is depositedahighly insulating materinl
»f extreme uniformity and relstively low sticking potentisl, es defined in
‘erme of the secondsry emission property of insulators. For example, it is
'honght that the sticking potential of ealeium tungstate is prodably sbout
3000 volta. This means that if the esthode is 2000 volte negative with res-
eet to ground and the normal conducting wall coatinz of the cathode rey tube
is 500 volts positive with respect to ground, then with a uniform electron
ream sconning a reetrqngular raster over the surfsce of the i{nsulstor the en-
tire plete will tend to come to that potential which is the sticking potential
of the insulstor, which, in the case Just described, ia ground potential.
he surface acquires this potential because the secondary emission yield be-
comeg exactly equal to one. That is, one gecondery electron is emitted for
rach primary that hite the surface.

i
Suppose now that the metal surface is connected through a suiteble high-

ly insulating csp=eity to ground, end the potentirl of the CRT cathode is
nodulated with respect to the sversge value of -3000 volts by means of a
2ode signal or even voice signals, Furthermore, I »ssume that a pair of de-
flection colle will csuse the electron beam to sweep back and forth ccross
the insulated plate by means of a linear sweep of approximately 10 centi-
reters per second, and s vertical step-like sweep which would move the beam
at right zngles to the fset sweep zbout 0.02 centimeters ver step, If we
assume ideal conditions, then we would obtain traced scross the receiving
surfsce a variation in potential which would be =a replica of the signzl im-
posed upon the cathode,

For the transmission of this signe) the esthode would be held at a
sonstent potential end the coupling condenser mentioned smbove would be con-
Ae tha g=t2 of gn amnlifiey, Fish «a-ang sweons wonld be used to
- "t= v= fry has the storrd _r --—-“jon. It is not unresconchle

thet the entire raster could be covered in approximately 20 milli.
"» br the berm moves from point to noint, signals will de generated

© the grid of the amplifying tube, and efter suitshle modulstion these
“~18 may be trensmitted by radio and received. Following suitable dee



modulation at the receiver, the signal 1s =gain used to modulste the c=thode
of a storage tube, similar to that used st the transnitting stetion, Ae
the receiving etetion immedistely efter the recording of the signal h-- *pken
place, the storsge tube mey De scanned using a constant cethode poten®al,
end the slow eweep snd the output signs) re-axpanded in time 80 that it he
comes a volce reproduction or a code reproduction of the original information
{introduced By the sender.

I It is easy to see that if this eystem of comrunicstion could be worked
put it would have the property of requiring the transmitting etstion to de
"on the sir" en extremely short period of time in order to transmit the in-
formetion that required sbout eight minutes to record. If only thirty szec-
onde mre required to record the origins} mesesse, then the recording and
reproduction would require a totsl time of approximztelyoneminute,It is
eelf-evident that the totsl time reguired for the transmission of a message
end its ultimate reproduction will be not less than twice the tire needed
to record the message,0 The fact that storace tubes have been surzested for the MPI 4s en in-
dication thet many others besides the writer have thought about the possible
aprlication of such tubes. The use of the tubes snd associzted sweep cir-
cuite for the transmission of voice or coded informstion is entirely new
£8 far &amp;3 the writer is swore.0)
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Hareh 6, 1943Chpbridee, Mageachusetts
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